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In school, you're taught a 
lesson and then given a test. In 

life, you're given a test that 
teaches you a lesson.

Tom Bodett (author, voice actor, radio personality, and 
spokesman for Motel 6)



Objectives

 After the presentation, the class participants will be able to:

 Describe test reliability

 Understand KR20 metrics

 Describe test validity

 Understand test item difficulty level

 Understand item discrimination (Point bi-serial)

 Design items that evaluate and enhance higher-order thinking



Formative

Summative

Types of Testing



To 

 To monitor student learning and should be used to adjust 
instruction and learning

 Individual students and the entire class 

 Guides instruction and learning

 Students > Adjust learning; Teacher > Adjust curriculum

 To help “form” learning

 Informal (Classroom questions, observations, homework, quizzes)

 Low Stakes

Formative



 To assign grades to students after a period of time of instruction

 To “sum up” learning

 Formal (Finals, Projects, Term Papers)

 High Stakes

 High Technical Quality Desired  

Summative



Test reliability

 Desired – A test that measures consistently.

 Scale example 

 200 pounds every time

 Weight guesser example

 ??? pounds

 Paramedic class to paramedic class

 Test average

 Inter-rater reliability (-)

 Essay (-)

Not reliable or valid



Test reliability

 KR 20 (Kuder Richardson) Metrics
 Post-test review

 How well does the test measure a cognitive objective

 Internal consistency

 Split-half method

 Score = 0.00 to 1.00

 0.6 or greater is desired

 Score improvement

 Longer tests

 Heterogeneous candidates

 Challenging items

Reliable, not valid



Test validity

 The test accurately measures what it was intended to measure (hopefully, 
based on course objectives)

 Can conclusions be drawn from test results

 Scores correlate with student knowledge (or lack of)

 Bull’s Eye Shooting – It hits the desired target!

Reliable & Valid



Test validity

 Face validity
 Common-sense

 Least scientific

 Content/Construct validity 
 Items should representative of the wider body of knowledge 

 Blue printing

 Low level objectives

 High level objectives

 Medical accuracy 

 Criterion validity
 Predictive value (clinical/field)

 Piloting items



Item difficulty 

 Post-test review

 % of students who answer an item correctly

 Ideally between 30% to 90%



Item discrimination (point bi-serial)

 Post-test review 

 Compares the students who scored well with the students who did not score 
so well – It discriminates learners’ ability

 Useful to identify well performing items and poor preforming items

 Validation vs. revision

 High difficulty level with solid bi-serial values 



Item discrimination (point bi-serial)

 Possible scores

 -1 to +1

 0 = No discrimination

 High discrimination

 Low discrimination

 Positive

 Negative



Item discrimination (point bi-serial)

 Reasons for negative discrimination

 Item mis-keyed

 Poorly constructed/Misleading

 Content not adequately taught



Poor Items













Good Items















Posttest 
Actions







Questions

 Thank you for your interest!
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